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U.S. 56 guardrail work to begin near Garfield

Work is expected to start around June 26 on guardrail replacement on U.S. 56 near Garfield. This Kansas Department of Transportation project will be at various locations between Gunkel Parkway and 180th Avenue.

During the work, traffic will be restricted to one lane and controlled by flaggers. Motorists should be prepared to stop and face delays of up to 15 minutes.

The work is expected to be completed around the end of July.

The map below shows the approximate project location, outlined in red.

J&J Contractors Inc., of Iola, is the primary contractor for the $393,457 project.

For updated information on this and other KDOT highway projects and road conditions across the state, go to www.kandrive.org.
This information can be made available in alternative accessible formats upon request.
For information about obtaining an alternative format, contact the KDOT Communications Division, 700 SW Harrison St., 2nd Fl West, Topeka, KS 66603-3745 or phone 785-296-3585 (Voice)/Hearing Impaired – 711.
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